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ABSTRACT    
In neuroscience, speech perturbation experiments are a well-studied and useful mean to assess speech 
pathologies and neuronal integration mechanisms. These experiments often depend on complex signal 
processing technology. In order to enable replication and modification of experiments as well as the 
interpretation of their results, technological details need to be accessible. However, in practice the 
experiment’s actual mechanism often remains hidden in black boxes like digital signal processors or other 
audio equipment. We conducted a study with 20 Parkinson patients, assessing vocal responses to pitch shifted 
AF. While we could replicate earlier experimental findings of Parkinsonian speech pathologies, we 
introduced an open-source and easy-applicable setup for real-time speech perturbation experiments. It runs 
on standard audio interfaces, allows researchers to interactively reprogram the signal flow at runtime and can 
be applied both inside and outside the laboratory. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Speech is an essential aspect of everyday life. Consequently, any dysfunction affecting speech 

quality has major social implications for a patient. Therefore, a better understanding of the complex 
mechanisms underlying these dysfunctions is of high interest to the subjects of speech pathology and 
neuroscience (1,2). 

As a complex human behavior, speech requires the fast coordination of various subsystems (3). In 
order to perform this complex task, an elaborate control system is necessary, which continuously 
integrates sensory and motor information (4). The requirements for this control system of speech are 
easily met by healthy individuals. Unsurprisingly, many neurodegenerative diseases like Parkinson’s 
Disease (PD) and Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) show an influence on the sensorimotor integration of 
speech (5,6). Especially, the change of auditory feedback (AF) perception seems to play a major role 
for the altered function of auditory-motor integration (AMI) mechanisms (1).  

To study the role of AMI for speech pathologies, speech-perturbation experiments can be utilized, 
employing online manipulation of AF (6). By introducing frequency changes into AF, 
neurophysiological as well as vocal responses are provoked (5). Whenever the motor cortex sends a 
speech command and an efference copy, the auditory and sensorimotor systems feed back information 
about the speech performance to the brain. The actual performance is then compared to the motor 
prediction coded by the efference copy and vocal output is adjusted accordingly (7). AD and PD 
patients notably compensate much stronger to altered AF than healthy individuals in these kinds of 
experiments (1). 

Another typical observation among PD patients lies in the wider pitch variability in vowel 
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vocalizations. Interestingly, this pitch variability turned out to be positively correlated with the 
stronger compensations (i.e. pitch response magnitudes) to AF, mentioned above (1). Several methods 
for online speech-perturbation have been applied in this field (1,2,8). However, the actual underlying 
acoustic mechanisms of signal manipulation are difficult to report, as signal processing is hidden 
inside digital signal processors (DSP) or other audio equipment.  

Also, reproductivity is limited due to the fact, that most control scripts are custom-made and 
inaccessible. The need for expensive proprietary technology, like specialized DSP is an obstacle to 
experimental practice. 

We therefore aimed at designing a novel method, which is transparent, flexible and reproducible: 
(a) transparent, in the way that its process runs on any standard audio interface, 
(b) flexible, by using live-coding methods that allow the change of both parameters and program 
even during the experiment,  
(c) reproducible, as it is open-source, available online for free and can be installed easily on any  
experimental computer. 

2. METHODS 

2.1 Atomicity, Literacy, Liveness 
For being able to deeply reconfigure the audio processing system at runtime, a flexible and concise 

programming system is required. The SuperCollider programming language (9,10) together with its 
built-in extensions for live coding is a suitable environment for this purpose. It is open source, well 
maintained by a large user community and has been applied in scientific contexts, in particular for 
sonification (11). Its basic architecture combines a high-level interpreted programming language with 
a reliable, low latency signal processing server, which is controlled via the open sound control (OSC) 
protocol. Our design followed the principles of liveness, atomicity, and literacy: 

a) liveness: the development should happen within a system that is always running. For 
reproducibility, the final setup is frozen for the experiment itself. 
b) atomicity: runtime changes to the system remain maximally independent from the rest of the 
system. 
c) literacy: core technology is given in publishable and readable format (12). 
 
The SuperCollider programming language, with the live coding capabilities of its subsystem 

JITLib (13), provides the necessary infrastructure for liveness, atomicity and literacy. Live coding is 
a relatively new programming paradigm, in which programming is an integral part of the runtime of 
a program (14). Rather than already being completed at the time of execution, the primary interface 
with the running process is code. This reduces the need for graphical user interfaces, allows for 
independently and interactively rewriting parts of the program, and simplifies the program text for 
readability (15). Instead of separating development and application steps, the system may thereby be 
left open to the experimenter. 

2.2 The Pitch Shifting Paradigm 
The experiment requires a change in pitch of a voice signal in real-time without simultaneously 

changing the intraspectral relations. Not changing these relations reduces the number of potential error 
sources and maintains the patient’s recognition of her or his own voice. However, all known pitch 
shifting paradigms manipulate these spectral relations in so far as they maintain a real-time signal. To 
resolve this contradiction, pitch shifting accounts for different kinds of trade-offs. Solutions in the 
frequency domain, like the Phase Vocoder (16), struggle with reconstructing the correct temporal 
relations of partial frequencies in the process of inverse Fourier transform. Solutions in the time 
domain, like Synchronous Overlap and Add (17), have problems with phase continuity when 
reattaching temporal bins. More modern approaches are often blackboxed or depend on powerful 
hardware which can handle the necessary computations in real-time, and they are not designed with 
scientific applications in mind. This interferes with our goal to create a transparent and 
comprehensible system that runs on simple setups. 

The vocalization of a single vowel produces a homogeneous and repetitive signal on a constant 
base frequency. Each pitch shifting episode in our experiment lasted only 200 milliseconds. These 
particular circumstances allowed us to use a technique similar to a tape delay. The signal was recorded 
live into a short buffer. During the pitch shifting episode, its play-back rate was reduced to an 
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appropriate lower rate using cubic interpolation, replacing the live signal by the pitch shifted version. 
At the end of the pitch shifting episode the modified signal was cross-faded back to the live signal 
over a period of 100 milliseconds. 

This simple method is easily replicable in SuperCollider using our provided source code 
(https://github.com/musikinformatik/pspeech), but also reconstructable in other programming 
languages. The open and modular structure of our implementation additionally allows for the 
replacement, fine tuning, and direct comparison of pitch shifting methods at run-time. The system can 
thus fluently adapt to unexpected requirements and new experimental settings. 

 

2.3 Controlling the pitch shifting activation 
Experiments may be tedious for the patients and experimental setups are inherently error prone. 

This means that care should be taken to make the procedure perceptually smooth, reliable, sufficiently 
short, and not overly repetitive. Moreover, to avoid post hoc data cleaning as far as possible, the 
experimental setup should be designed to only collect data when operated correctly. To achieve this, 
we performed a real time analysis of the voice signal for stability of voicing measuring amplitude, 
spectral flatness and autocorrelation (Fig.1), so that the pitch shift is only triggered under the right 
conditions. 

Adequate cross-fading of all parameters avoids noise bursts both in regular work and in 
development. The pitch shifting itself is triggered within a bounded random interval, as to avoid 
habituation and strain. The activation signal is recorded to a sound file just like the voice signals, as 
to keep their relation fully traceable. 
 

Figure 1 – real time voice analysis and pitch shifting procedure 
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2.4 Experiment 
Twenty German speaking PD patients (15 male, 5 female; 62.4 ± 6.7 years) were recruited during 

their annual control visit at the Centre for Movement Disorders and Neuromodulation at the University 
Hospital Düsseldorf. The mean disease duration after appearance of the first movement symptoms 
was 9.6 ± 4.37 years. The patients were implanted with a deep brain stimulation (DBS) system in the 
subthalamic nucleus (STN) 24.9 ± 21.3 months ago and had a significant therapeutic effect regarding 
motor scores of the unified Parkinson’s Disease rating scale (UPDRS) (off stimulation: 27.85± 11.9 
vs. on stimulation: 15.15±6.46, t=6.018, df=19, p<0.001).     

An optical microphone (Sennheiser MO 2000) was installed at a distance of 5 centimeters to the 
patient’s mouth. After the signal was processed on the experimental computer’s built-in audio 
interface (SoundMX integrated Digital HD, Intel Corporation©, 64 bits; 33 MHz), AF was played 
back to the participant through insert earphones (ER-1, Etymotic Research Inc.) via a mixing console 
(Behringer© XENYX 502 PA) with an overall maximum delay of 10 milliseconds. The built-in audio 
interface had a hardware delay of 5.4 milliseconds itself and recordings were sampled at 96kHz. A 
visual presentation with experimental instructions was executed on another computer independent 
from sound-processing (MacBook Pro 2,5 GHz Intel Core i5) and shown to the patients over a rear 
projection system. 

While his or her stimulation had been turned off for at least 30 minutes, the patient was asked to 
vocalize the German vowel “E” [e]. A visible count-down from 3 to 1, lasting approx. 3 seconds, was 
shown on the screen to prepare the patient for the vocalization. Afterwards, a blue circle containing 
the letter “E” appeared, indicating the beginning of the first vocalization period. The circle 
disappeared clockwise within 5.6 seconds. A white screen signified a pause that lasted 5 to 9 seconds, 
including the count-down for the next vocalization period. These pauses between each of the 30 
vocalization periods in total became longer towards the end of the experiment with the goal to prevent 
vocal fatigue. 

During each vocalization period the patient’s voice was pitch shifted downwards 200 cents for 200 
milliseconds 3 to 4 times. In reaction to the artificial pitch change, the patients compensated with a 
pitch change themselves (Fig.2). Pitch shifting happened randomly 500 to 1000 milliseconds after 
speech onset with random inter-stimulus intervals of 700 to 900 milliseconds. We recorded the altered 
as well as the unaltered signals. After each block of 30 vocalizations we played back the altered 

Figure 2 – heard f0 changes and produced compensating f0 responses 
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recording including the pitch shifted sequences to the patient. The time of each pitch shifting onset 
was saved in a separate audio file with amplitude changes from 0 to 1. These time points were used 
to extract the time locked pitch response contours of each trial. 
 

2.5 Analysis 
To analyze vocal compensating responses to AF we extracted the individual pitch contours of every 

subject’s recording in PRAAT (18). The pitch contours were transferred to the cent scale.  
We then extracted the responses time locked to the pitch shifting onset, using f0 values 100 

milliseconds before and 500 milliseconds after the onset. By rejecting trials with negative response 
magnitude values, we assured that only opposing, i.e. compensating responses were considered for 
the response analysis. We calculated the response magnitude by subtracting the mean baseline f0 (100 
milliseconds before pitch shifting onset) from the maximum f0 value in a time window of 100 to 300 
milliseconds after the pitch shifting. We made this calculation for each trial and averaged the response 
magnitudes.  
   The extraction of responses as well as trial sorting and the other calculations including statistics 
were conducted with MATLAB (2018b, MathWorks Inc.). We used a Spearman’s rank-order 
correlation test, due to the fact that the vocal response magnitudes were non-normally distributed 
(Shapiro-Wilk normality test: p<0.05). 

3. RESULTS 
To proof the quality of sound manipulation and validate our experimental setup, we had to show 

that we were able to replicate earlier findings and to provoke actual vocal responses among subjects, 
known to elicit especially strong compensating responses, i.e. Parkinson patients.  

Indeed, PD patients in our study showed relatively strong responses to f0 perturbations. The mean 
f0-response magnitude was 23.91±10.44 cents (standard deviation). These response magnitudes are, 
in fact, similar to the results of equivalent experiments, where e.g. Huang et al. observed a mean 
response magnitude of 24±13 cents in patients with PD, while healthy individuals showed response 
magnitudes of 15±5 cents to a pitch shifting of 200 cents (1). Other studies with the same parameters 
could find response magnitudes for healthy subjects in a similar range (19). 

Earlier findings looked at a specific interaction between pitch responses and pitch variability (1). 
We could find a similarly strong correlation (Fig. 3), which was highly significant (r =0.726, p<0.001). 
 

r=0.726, p<0.001*** 

Figure 3 – f0 response magnitudes correlate with f0 baseline standard deviation 
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4. DISCUSSION 
While some components of every experiment remain black boxed for good reasons, it is important 

to give full access at least to those components which are active part of the current research. Today, 
much signal processing can be done on standard hardware and with high level open source 
programming languages. Instead of relying on opaque devices, our novel experimental setup 
documents the precise conditions under which it was applied. Moreover, due to its modular character, 
it does not only solve one single problem, but serves as a prototype for a whole class of experiments. 
Using this prototype could enable scientists to start projects with low technical and financial barriers.  

Concerning scientific research questions, the setup can easily be used for different types of auditory 
stimulus presentation with low latencies and jitter. All stimulus properties are documented and can be 
adjusted dynamically, which makes it easy to replicate scientific studies. Due to its timing accuracy, 
the setup can serve as a means to study dynamic processes of speech production, rather than only 
simple and repetitive speech stimuli. 

Also, the setup can be installed on any computer using a standard audio interface. Therefore, it can 
also be brought outside the laboratory. Possible applications may lie in point of care testing (POCT) 
in neurological hospitals, where patients could be examined in a bed-side assessment. Audio files of 
speech recordings can be used offline for standard speech diagnostics in PRAAT (18). Using speech 
perturbation in diagnostics might even help to detect speech pathologies with higher sensitivity. 

5. CONCLUSION 
The replication of scientific studies is important to validate previous research. By introducing an 

open-source and easily applicable solution for real-time speech perturbation, we hope to increase 
transparency, flexibility and reproducibility within neuroscientific signal processing. 

Our study showed why and in how far experimental practice may benefit from an inclusion of 
programming into the experimental protocol. Its flexible nature opens up new application possibilities 
concerning speech diagnostics. 
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